EXCELLENT MILEAGE: As the industry’s established benchmark in longevity, MICHELIN® Commander® II tires deliver long-lasting performance.

SUPERB HANDLING AND STABILITY: Thanks to their high-density, more rigid carcass (MICHELIN® Aramid Shield Technology™), MICHELIN® Commander® II tires offer tremendous handling and feedback. The upper layers are made from Aramid fibers on the rear, bringing together durability and lightweight materials for enhanced stability even at high speeds.

---

THE NEWEST MICHELIN® TIRE FOR ALL TYPES OF CRUISERS

EXCEPTIONAL WET GRIP FOR CRUISER BIKES: MICHELIN® Commander® III Cruiser tires offer the best wet grip and the shortest stopping distances in wet conditions among leading competitors.¹

PERFORMANCE WITHOUT COMPROMISE: MICHELIN® Commander® III tires deliver enhanced wet grip AND exceptional longevity.

MICHELIN® PREMIUM TOUCH DESIGN™: The patented sidewall designs of the MICHELIN® Commander® III tires enhance the styling of V-Twin motorcycles.

MICHELIN® ARAMID SHIELD TECHNOLOGY™: A highly dense, more rigid tire casing, which helps deliver excellent feedback and handling. Aramid tread plies on the rear tire resist centrifugal growth, reduce weight and provide excellent stability.

---

THE NEWEST MICHELIN® TIRE FOR ALL TYPES OF V-TWIN TOURING BIKES

CLASS-LEADING MILEAGE FOR TOURING BIKES: MICHELIN® Commander® III Touring tires offer an average of 25% longer tread life among leading competitors.²

PERFORMANCE WITHOUT COMPROMISE: MICHELIN® Commander® III tires deliver enhanced wet grip AND exceptional longevity.

MICHELIN® PREMIUM TOUCH DESIGN™: The patented sidewall designs of the MICHELIN® Commander® III tires enhance the styling of V-Twin motorcycles.

MICHELIN® ARAMID SHIELD TECHNOLOGY™: A highly dense, more rigid tire casing, which helps deliver excellent feedback and handling. Aramid tread plies on the rear tire resist centrifugal growth, reduce weight and provide excellent stability.

---

¹ Based on internal test conducted in Fontange, France using a 2016 Harley-Davidson Forty-Eight fitted with 130/90 B 16 front tire and 150/80 B16 rear tire comparing lap times and stopping distances of MICHELIN® Commander® III Cruiser tires with METZELER® Cruisetec™, METZELER® M888 Marathon™ Ultra, and DUNLOP® Elite 4 tires. Actual on-road results may vary.

² Based on third-party test in Dallas, Texas on surface roads using a 2017 Harley-Davidson Electra Glide Ultra Classic fitted with 130/80 B 17 front tire and 180/65 B16 rear tire comparing wear rates of MICHELIN® Commander® III Touring tires with METZELER® M888 Marathon™ Ultra, and DUNLOP® American Elite tires. Actual results may vary.
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MICHELIN® SCORCHER® – THE ORIGINAL EQUIPMENT TIRE FOR HARLEY-DAVIDSON® MOTORCYCLES

CO-DEVELOPED, HOMOLOGATED AND BRANDED BY HARLEY-DAVIDSON®

The Michelin and Harley-Davidson design and engineering teams work closely throughout the development of each new model of MICHELIN® Scorcher tire to ensure that all aspects of performance are optimized for each Harley-Davidson® motorcycle. Beyond tuning the tire to deliver Harley-Davidson’s precise on-road handling characteristics, designers conduct a battery of rigorous tests to ensure that wet and dry grip performances meet the high standards set by Michelin without sacrificing longevity. Only then can the tire display the trademarks of these two global brands.

MICHELIN® SCORCHER® ADVENTURE

THE CUSTOM-DESIGNED TIRE FOR THE FIRST HARLEY-DAVIDSON® ADVENTURE TOURING MOTORCYCLE

EXCEPTIONAL HIGH-SPEED STABILITY: Integration of MICHELIN® Bridge Block Technology™ and MICHELIN® 2CT+ Technology™ in the rear tire provides a new level of on-road stability.

PRECISE HANDLING AND LONG-LASTING PERFORMANCE: Michelin’s Innovative Dual Compound Technology (2CT and 2CT+) combined with an all-new tread pattern and an optimized profile provide precise handling and performance mile after mile.

TREMENDOUS WET GRIP: New silica tread compounds provide phenomenal wet grip for added confidence on slippery wet roads.

UNCOMPROMISING OFF-ROAD TRACTION: The original equipment MICHELIN® Scorcher tire maximizes the contact patch efficiently evacuating water from the tread to deliver optimal handling and performance.

OUTSTANDING GRIP: Semi-slick tread pattern maximizes the contact patch for excellent adhesion on dry roads.

INNOVATIVE DUAL COMPOUND TECHNOLOGY™: The latest generation of MICHELIN® radial technology allows for easy maneuverability and impressive agility.

STRIKING ATHLETIC LOOK: The Michelin and Harley-Davidson design and engineering teams worked closely throughout the development of each new model of MICHELIN® Scorcher tire to ensure that all aspects of performance are optimized for each Harley-Davidson® motorcycle.

MICHELIN® SCORCHER® SPORT

THE ORIGINAL EQUIPMENT TIRE CO-DEVELOPED AND CO-BRANDED WITH HARLEY-DAVIDSON, IS DESIGNED TO ENHANCE THE RIDE AND HANDLING PERFORMANCE OF HARLEY-DAVIDSON’S NEW HIGH-PERFORMANCE MOTORCYCLES.

LONG LASTING PERFORMANCE IN WET AND DRY: Innovative Dual Compound Technology (2CT and 2CT+) with the most advanced compounds ever used in MICHELIN® Scorcher® tires extends the performance of the MICHELIN® Scorcher® tire range by providing outstanding levels of wet and dry grip. This technology enables the MICHELIN® Scorcher® Sport tire to provide wear resistance in the center of the tread with optimized road-racing experience, providing remarkable grip on both wet and dry roads.

DISTINCTIVE STYLING: The co-designed tread pattern and co-branded sidewall with MICHELIN® Premium Touch Technology™ complement the styling of Harley-Davidson® motorcycles.

MICHELIN® SCORCHER® 11

THE ORIGINAL EQUIPMENT MICHELIN® TIRE DESIGNED AND DEVELOPED TO DELIVER SUPERIOR PERFORMANCE WITH LONG AND EVEN TREAD WEAR ON HARLEY-DAVIDSON® MOTORCYCLES

CRUISE WITH CONFIDENCE: Innovative rubber compounds, incorporating know-how derived from Michelin’s decades of road-racing experience, provide remarkable grip on both wet and dry roads.

EXCEPTIONAL COMFORT AND HANDLING: The supple casing design and profile of MICHELIN® Scorcher® 31 tires promote nimble handling on winding roads.

LONG MILEAGE: Michelin carbon-black-enriched rubber compounds promote excellent durability without compromising performance.

MICHELIN® SCORCHER® 31

A UNIQUE COMBINATION OF TRADITIONAL CRUISER LOOK, AGILITY AND INNOVATIVE WET GRIP FOR THE HARLEY-DAVIDSON® STREET ROD™ MODEL

TRADITIONAL CRUISER DESIGN: Features exclusive co-branded tread design from the popular MICHELIN® Scorcher® 31 tire.

SPORTY FEEL AND URBAN AGILITY: Inspired by our race-inspired tires, this tire provides a lightweight feel and exceptional handling at all speeds.

SILICA RAIN TECHNOLOGY: Mix of silica-rich rubber compounds provide excellent grip on wet surfaces and helps to ensure long, even wear.

CO-BRANDED HARLEY-DAVIDSON®: Harley-Davidson® branding on the sidewall.

MICHELIN® SCORCHER® 21

THE ORIGINAL EQUIPMENT MICHELIN® TIRE DESIGNED AND DEVELOPED TO DELIVER SUPERIOR PERFORMANCE WITH LONG AND EVEN TREAD WEAR ON HARLEY-DAVIDSON® MOTORCYCLES

CRUISE WITH CONFIDENCE: Innovative rubber compounds, incorporating know-how derived from Michelin’s decades of road-racing experience, provide remarkable grip on both wet and dry roads.

EXCEPTIONAL COMFORT AND HANDLING: The supple casing design and profile of MICHELIN® Scorcher® 31 tires promote nimble handling on winding roads.

LONG MILEAGE: Michelin carbon-black-enriched rubber compounds promote excellent durability without compromising performance.

MICHELIN® SCORCHER® 21

A UNIQUE COMBINATION OF TRADITIONAL CRUISER LOOK, AGILITY AND INNOVATIVE WET GRIP FOR THE HARLEY-DAVIDSON® STREET ROD™ MODEL

TRADITIONAL CRUISER DESIGN: Features exclusive co-branded tread design from the popular MICHELIN® Scorcher® 31 tire.

SPORTY FEEL AND URBAN AGILITY: Inspired by our race-inspired tires, this tire provides a lightweight feel and exceptional handling at all speeds.

SILICA RAIN TECHNOLOGY: Mix of silica-rich rubber compounds provide excellent grip on wet surfaces and helps to ensure long, even wear.

CO-BRANDED HARLEY-DAVIDSON®: Harley-Davidson® branding on the sidewall.

MICHELIN® SCORCHER® 31

THE ORIGINAL EQUIPMENT MICHELIN® TIRE DESIGNED AND DEVELOPED TO DELIVER SUPERIOR PERFORMANCE WITH LONG AND EVEN TREAD WEAR ON HARLEY-DAVIDSON® MOTORCYCLES

CRUISE WITH CONFIDENCE: Innovative rubber compounds, incorporating know-how derived from Michelin’s decades of road-racing experience, provide remarkable grip on both wet and dry roads.

EXCEPTIONAL COMFORT AND HANDLING: The supple casing design and profile of MICHELIN® Scorcher® 31 tires promote nimble handling on winding roads.

LONG MILEAGE: Michelin carbon-black-enriched rubber compounds promote excellent durability without compromising performance.

MICHELIN® SCORCHER® 31

A UNIQUE COMBINATION OF TRADITIONAL CRUISER LOOK, AGILITY AND INNOVATIVE WET GRIP FOR THE HARLEY-DAVIDSON® STREET ROD™ MODEL

TRADITIONAL CRUISER DESIGN: Features exclusive co-branded tread design from the popular MICHELIN® Scorcher® 31 tire.

SPORTY FEEL AND URBAN AGILITY: Inspired by our race-inspired tires, this tire provides a lightweight feel and exceptional handling at all speeds.

SILICA RAIN TECHNOLOGY: Mix of silica-rich rubber compounds provide excellent grip on wet surfaces and helps to ensure long, even wear.

CO-BRANDED HARLEY-DAVIDSON®: Harley-Davidson® branding on the sidewall.